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1- MOTIVATIONS
* This work is about the low energy behavior of Strongly Interacting systems

Experimentally only hadrons properties are available at low energies
From fundamental   point of view there are quarks/gluons

* Relation between QCD degrees of freedom and hadrons

Different mechanism from instantons induced interactions ? 
[would it yield double counting:   instantons, condensates, polarization?]

* The method below was enough to  produce a whole  EFT 
for pions and constituent quarks  : S. Weinberg (2010) LARGE Nc effective theory
In F.L.B.  EPJA 52, 134 (2016) and EPJA 54, 45 (2018)

* To some extend this method is parallel to SDE – rainbow ladder approximation



  

Mesons interactions with baryons can determine the nucleon and nuclear potentials

In particular for intermediary energies the light SU(2) vector mesons are relevant

And it is possible to identify chiral partners
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 From QCD to effective quark interactions 

Dressed Gluon mediated quark interaction from QCD 

Interaction is of part of QCD-Seff: yields NJL=longwavelength/local

-It will be assumed strength is enough for DChSB    and 
formation of condensate

-(dressed gluon propagator and g)
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With a Fierz transformation: flavor structure

Color singlet terms are dominant (1/Nc)

Flavor Currents will have the corresponding light mesons
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Quarks = sea + valence

Those for chiral condensate
And light mesons

Those that may form baryon states
(and heavier mesons)

Auxiliary fields for  meson fields

From the bilocal auxiliary fields 

The local mesons are obtained
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SU(2) or SU(3)   GROUND STATE in the vacuum

With  scalar  qq condensate

It can be calculated by  NJL-type GAP equations 

or  by the corresponding SD equations

Usually Phenomenological  

quark effective masses (u,d) or (u,d,s)  M*
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By neglecint quark field  : ’t  Hooft large Nc

Model of weakly interacting quark-antiquark states (mesons)

Expansion presents the structure of the general 
Expansion addressed by  Manohar-Georgi:

Sea  quarks determinant 



  

Light Vector and axial mesons couplings to constituent quarks

Here the scalar-pseudoscalar setor will be neglected...

The leading terms from a large M* and Mg expansion

F.L.B.- EPJA- (2016)
            EPJA (2018)

Gauge type couplings  ,    dimensionless 
All equal = it goes along universality idea 



  



  

Next Leading terms:

3 independent coupling constants for more than 20 couplings
All written in terms of components of gluon and propagators 

Very large quark mass limit M*



  

I – Tandy-Maris

II – Cornwall  -  effective confining 



  



  

Fit from Faddeev equation 
Nucleon- rho coupling (Bloch et al)

Form factor with truncated expression (quark-kernel)



  

Strong quadratic radius of RHO and the other vector  mesons

The freedom to choose the 

Quark gluon coupling constant

And the gluon propagator 

Yield different absolute values...



  

Couplings to background photons 



  

Leading and next leading terms from the expansion:
Phoron couplings to   constituent quark currents and vector-axial mesons

Couplings with Abelian tensors

Couplings with vector-axial mesons



  



  

If these  photons are due to a weak magnetic field

Anysotropic correction 
In the plane perpendicular to 
The weak magnetic field (z)

Approximation:   very weak magnetic field
first Landau orbit
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+ all of these chiral symmetry breaking are proportional to the 
Quark mass

+ 

Summary : few remarks    
 

Referências

By analizing structureless mesons limit

•Large variety of effective couplings and small number of 
effective coupling constants (universality) 

•Need to test further the behavior of form factors/coupling constants
with gluon/quark propagators and q-g running coupling constant

•Only color singlet currents and interactions

•In a related work: vector mesons mixings due to weak magnetic field
Vector meson dominance under weak magnetic field

•To understand the strict relation between 
 

coupling to constituent quark and coupling to nucleon/baryon
(Faddeev equation?)
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